Beneufit Announces the First Outcome-based Guarantee for a Parkinson’s Disease Digital Health Application

The “Improvement, Guaranteed™” program stems from an internal study which showed a high correlation between program compliance and motor control improvement (as measured by users’ circleTap™ finger tapping test scores).

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (PRWEB) May 18, 2017 -- Beneufit, Inc., a digital health company whose pdFIT™ service combines physical exercise with biofeedback in an effort to improve the physical symptoms of Parkinson's disease, announces their “Improvement, Guaranteed™” program. This first-of-a-kind guarantee correlates compliance with their service with an improvement in users’ finger tapping test (circleTap™) scores. Subscribers who use pdFIT™ as recommended by Beneufit and do not improve their circleTap scores within 6 months will receive the service free of charge.

“What we’re really doing is taking the findings from our internal studies and building them into our business model,” explains Beneufit CEO Jeff Broderick. “We recently completed a two-year study of people who’ve been using the application since April 2014. That population had statistically significantly improved circleTap scores over a 24 month period. The aspect they all had in common was that they continued to adhere to the protocol.”

The service, which includes the pdFIT™ app, a lifetime warranted heart rate monitor and cycling cadence sensors, medication reminders, dedicated health coaches, and a caregiver dashboard, costs $29.50 a month and is available at https://www.beneufit.com.

Beneufit's circleTap™ finger tapping test allows users to objectively assess their manual dexterity and fine motor control on their own through the pdFIT™ app. The 60-second test is based on finger tapping tests that have been used in clinical trials of Parkinson’s disease over the past 30 years. The alternate finger tapping test is a valid, sensitive measure of bradykinesia that correlates with the UPDRS motor score as well as with other validated clinical measures.*

The same “Improvement, Guaranteed™” program applies to everyone Beneufit works with including fitness centers, physical therapy facilities, health systems, payers, and drug companies. For more information on Beneufit’s platform, studies, or their upcoming large-scale study please visit https://www.beneufit.com/studies. As with any digital health application, use of the Beneufit platform should be done with the knowledge and oversight of patients’ physician or healthcare providers.

Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative disease for which there is growing evidence of exercise’s positive impact on symptoms and disease progression.** Cycling in particular has been shown to improve outcomes in several studies. ***, **** The foundation of the Beneufit digital health approach lies in the high-cadence cycling benefits discovered by Dr. Jay Alberts of the Cleveland Clinic.”*****

About Beneufit, Inc.
Beneufit's mission is to empower people to improve their medical condition through exercise, while supporting vital public health research in an open and ongoing fashion. More information is available at http://www.beneufit.com.
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